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Rendering of the planned lobby in Fairmont Century Plaza. Image credit: DBOX for Next Century Partners

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Hospitality group Fairmont is entering Los Angeles' Century City district with a new location, and choosing a local
boutique Internet provider for its services.

Bel Air Internet will be the official provider for the new Fairmont location, featured at Century Plaza, which is
undergoing a $2.5 billion renovation. The 400-room hotel will rely on Bel Air for all of its  Internet needs, which will
be needed for its 24,000-square feet of event and convention space.

"With the number of large events and conferences that will be held at this venue, including pop up art installations,
Silicon Beach industry events and red carpet events, it's  essential they have an Internet solution that can adapt and
handle all event needs from live-streaming to interactive experiences," said Terry Koosed, president and CEO of Bel
Air Internet, in a statement.

Internet for Fairmont
Fairmont is taking over the iconic Century Plaza, hoping to modern its look while also maintaining its historic
landmark authenticity.

The new hotel is set to open in 2019.

Bel Air is  no stranger to providing Internet to luxury hotels in Southern California, also providing service to the
Chateau Marmont, the Montage Beverly Hills, the Hotel Figueroa and the Ritz-Carlton Marina Del Rey.

The company will also provide Fairmont with its special "Broadband on Demand" feature in which the hotel can
increase its bandwidth for special, larger events, as needed.

"We're going to be bringing a lot of bandwidth to the Century Plaza," Mr. Koosed said in a statement. "With our fiber-
wireless distribution model, we're able to provide a more technologically advanced and comprehensive hospitality
Internet solution than most of our competitors."
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The future Fairmont Century Plaza. Image credit: DBOX for Next Century Partners

The hotel company has recently been looking to innovative technological features to better its customer service as
well as hotel management.

For instance, Fairmont Austin streamlined its employee uniform management through the use of RFID technology.

The hotel embraced InvoTech System's uniform solution, joining a number of other properties within the Ritz-
Carlton, Waldorf Astoria and Viceroy chains, among others. This addition to its operations is expected to save
Fairmont Austin, boosting its profitability (see story).
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